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FROM MAGSAT MAGNETICANOMALIES:THE EULERMETHODAPPROACH
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SUMMARY

During theauspicesof this award,theapplicabilityof theEulermethodof sourcelocation
determinationwasinvestigatedonseveralmodelsituationspertinentto satellite-datascalesituations
aswell asMagsatdataof Europe. Our investigationsenabledusto understandtheend-member
casesfor which the Eulermethodwill work with thepresentsatellitemagneticdataandalso the
casesfor which theassumptionsimplicit in theEulermethodwill notbemetby thepresentsatellite
magneticdata. Theseresultshavebeenpresentedin oneinvited lectureat theIndo-US workshop
on Geomagnetismin Studiesof the Earth'sInterior in August 1994in Pune.India, and at one
presentationattheXXI GeneralAssemblyof theIUGG in July 1995in Boulder,CO.

A new method,called Anomaly Attenuation Rate (AAR) Method (basedon the Euler
method),wasdevelopedduring thisstudy. This method is scale-independent and is appropriate to

locate centroids of semi-compact three dimensional sources of gravity and magnetic anomalies.

The method was presented during 1996 Spring AGU meeting and a manuscript describing this

method is being prepared for its submission to a high-ranking journal (the present version is

attached as Appendix A).

The grant has resulted in 3 papers and presentations at national and international meetings

and l manuscript of a paper (to be submitted shortly to a reputed journal).

Following is the summary of substantive findings of the study for the present satellite

magnetic data:

1) Capability of the method in being able to outline the edges of thin and wide magnetic sources:

From the perspective of the present satellite magnetic data (-400 km altitude), the lithospheric

sources appear as thin plates (-40 km). Contrary to the published literature on this aspect of the

method (e.g., Reid et al., 1990), our study upto this point has indicated that for similarly thin and

wide sources (thickness to observation altitude ratio of-1/I0), the Euler method is not able to map

the edges of the sources sufficiently accurately for non-vertical magnetic inclinations. However, it

is possible to map the edges sufficiently precisely as one gets closer to the magnetic poles (i.e.,

where anomalies symmetrically overlie their sources) and when the remanent magnetization

contribution is very small. The model studies in both 1-d and 2-d implementation of the method

are in agreement. (This observation suggests that the method may be useful for satellite gravity

data because gravity data does not suffer from the same limitations for the purposes of this

method.) (See interim progress reports tbr illustrative figures.)



2) Capability of the method in being able to map the location and the depth of the concentrated

magnetic sources:

This aspect of the study was more successful as it was origionally envisaged in the proposal. With

the 2-d Euler inversion, it is possible to obtain a large number of (a concentration of) useful

solutions for the Kursk magnetic anomaly, Ukraine, and the Kiruna magnetic anomaly, Sweden,

from the European Magsat anomaly map. The anomaly attenuation rate (N) of about 2.5, for both

these highly magnetic concentrated sources, was based on theoretical consideration that these

sources are neither point or spherical sources (with N = 3) nor two dimensional (with N = 2) from

the perspective of Magsat data. With the application of N = 2.5, the depths obtained ranged from

the Earth's surface to the depth of 60 km. The concentrations of these solutions appear to form a

triadic shape in the plan view. It is observed that the range of the depths obtained do not pinpoint

the geologic source of the magnetic anomalies investigated (perhaps due to the errors in the data

itself, but it is also possible that the geologic sources of these anomalies themselves are scattered

throughout the upper lithosphere). However. it is important to realize that this is the first direct

magnetic source location determination method that has yielded the source locations of Magsat

anomalies within the Earth's upper lithosphere. This is particularly encouraging because most

other direct techniques tried by earlier investigators (and also by us during this study) have yielded

source locations of geologic magnetic anomalies in the ionosphere. It is also important to

recognize the promise of this method for the future, lower altitude satellite magnetic data where the

signal-to-noise ratio of the geologic component will be much higher than Magsat. In those cases, it

will be possible to reduce the error envelope of the solutions and obtain more precise locations of

the large-scale concentrated geologic/magnetic sources. (See interim progress reports for

illustrative figures,)

These results and limitations of the method were presented in an invited lecture, cited as:

Ravat, D.. P.T. Taylor, and J.J. Frawley, Interpretation of Satellite Magnetic Anomalies,

the lndo-US Workshop on Geomagnetism in Studies of the Earth's Interior,

August 1994, Pune, India:

and at the XXI General Assembly of the IUGG, cited as:

Taylor, P.T., J.J. Frawley, and D. Ravat, Applying Euler's Depth Method to Magsat Data,

Boulder, CO, 2-14 July, 1995, IUGG Abstracts Week B, p.B79.

3_ Development of a new method for finding centroids of semi-compact sources of gravity and

magnetic anomalies:

Recognising the limitations of the Euler method in locating sources of potential-field anomalies

from far-field range without the a priori knowledge of the anomaly attenuation rate, this new

method, called the Anomaly Attenuation Rate (AAR) method, was developed. Based on extensive

model studies and real data applications, this method is scale-independent and is able to detect

centroids of sources with accuracy better than 10% of the centroid to observation elevation distance

(depending on realistic noise level) regardless of the application. The method was used to find

centroids of Kentucky, Kiruna, and Kursk Magsat anomalies (they all appear to be within lower

crust), These are the first direct and objective estimates of the sources of satellite magnetic

anomalies. The detailed discussion of this new method is written as a manuscript (to be submitted

shortly to a reputed journal} and is attached as Appendix A.
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The method and the results were also presented during the 1996 Spring AGU meeting, and are
cited as:

Ravat, D., and P.T. Taylor, 1996, Source Depths of Kentucky, Kiruna, and Kursk Magsat

Magnetic Anomalies Derived from the Anomaly Attenuation Rate Method, Eo_

Trans. AGU., 77(17), Spring Meeting Suppl., $85.
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A new method of determining the depths to centroids

sources of magnetic anomalies with examples from

satellite magnetic anomalies

of three-dimensional

environmental and

Abstract. A new method, called the Anomaly Attenuation Rate (AAR) method, is

developed for determining source-depth to the centroid (the geometric center) of "semi-

compact" sources. The method involves computations of radial averages of AARs with

increasing distances from a range of estimated source centers (estimated usually from the

Euler method). For well-isolated magnetic anomalies from "semi-compact" sources, the

theoretical AARs can range from -2 (close to the sources) to -3 (in the far-field region).

When the estimated source centroid is incorrect, the far-field AARs either exceed far

beyond or fall short of the theoretical value of 3. Thus, a graphical leveling-off of the far-

field AARs around the value of 3 (considering the error-bars) indicates the upper (deeper)

bound of the centroid location. Similarly, in the case of magnetics, the near-field AARs

lower than their theoretical value of 2 indicate the lower (shallower) bound of the centroid

location (although this bound can be used effectively only in a few cases). For satellite

magnetic anomalies, the method is appropriate only for high amplitude, semi-circular

anomalies due to the inherent low signal-to-noise ratio of satellite magnetic anomalies.

Also. because satellite anomalies involve contribution from multiple sources, the centroid

must be interpreted as a weighted average of geometric centers of multiple sources of
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magnetizationcontrasts.ModelstudiesindicatethattheAAR methodisableto place

depthswithin +20-30 km of actual center locations from 400 km observation altitude.

Thus, the method may be able to discriminate between upper crustal, lower crustal, and

mantle magnetic sources. The results from the prominent Kentucky anomaly are well-

resolved (centroid depth -30 km below the Earth's surface). For the Kiruna Magsat

anomaly, despite the deleterious effects from neighboring anomalies, reasonable centroid

depths could be obtained (between 20 and 30 km). The centroid depths are more scattered

for the Kursk anomaly, ranging from 20 to 50 km depth. This spread of depths may

indicate that magnetic anomalies due to the Kursk iron-formations and the lower crustal

sources combine to form the Kursk Magsat anomaly.

Introduction

A new method of determining the depths to the centroids (geometric centers) of 3-

dimensional, semi-compact sources of well-isolated magnetic (and gravity) anomalies is

presented in this paper. The motivation of developing the method came from the inability

of some of the well-known methods of magnetic depth determination in directly extracting

the depth-to-source information for the presently available satellite magnetic anomalies of

geologic origin. The problem of direct source-depth determination is most challenging for

satellite magnetic anomalies for the following reasons: (1) even for the best of the satellite

magnetic anomaly maps that can be prepared with the present state-of-the-art processing

technology [see Ravat et al., 1995], the anomaly signal-to-noise ratio is far lower than the

anomalies from either ground or aeromagnetic survey data (the important source of "noise"

for this problem mainly comes from imprecise external field removal); (2) because of the

very high observation altitude (average about 400 km for Magsat), even distinct anomalies

from satellite magnetic data represent the anomaly coalescing effect of multiple geologic
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sourcesor layerslocatedat various depthsin the Earth'supper lithosphereand spread

regionally overthe distancesof hundredsof kilometers; and(3) alsobecauseof thehigh

observationaltitude, the problem of distinguishingthe topsof the (bulk or ensemble)

sourcesfrom their bottomsis ill-posed,especiallyfor magneticdata(in theretrospect,the

problemis nearly impossible). Despitethe low oddsof obtainingprecisesource-depths

from thesatellitedata,obtainingthedirectdepthestimateswithin +_,20-30km of theactual

sourceregion(estimateswhicharenotcompromisedby subjectivechoiceof parameters)is

still a useful endeavorin this particular casefor various scientific reasons. First, the

geologic origin of satellite magneticanomalieshasnever beendirectly proven. The

anomalies are the ultimate residual of a processing sequence that elimates modeled magnetic

fields from the geodynamo and the external fields and suppresses non-replicatable parts that

cannot be geologic in origin. While the satellite magnetic field we now believe to be

geologic in origin [similar to the results of Ravat et al., 1995] cannot certainly come from

any known aspects any other source of the magnetic field but the geologic sources and it

agrees many times with what we think the geologic magnetic field should represent, the

origin ascribed to the satellite magnetic anomalies is ultimately a logical deduction. For this

reason, it is a worthwhile task just to be able to prove that the source-depths of satellite

magnetic anomalies lie indeed in the Earth's upper lithosphere (especially, when several

direct techniques have failed). Second, on rock magnetic grounds, the source regions (i.e.,

where in the upper lithosphere) of satellite magnetic anomalies have been debated for the

last twenty years. Wasilewski et al. [1979] and Wasilewski and Mayhew [1992] have

argued that, in the continental setting, lower crustal mafic granulites represent the most

prominent magnetic sources that can give rise to the observed satellite magnetic anomalies.

On the other hand, Toft and HaggerO, [1988] envisaged a possible contribution to the

anomalies from mantle regions due to distributions of metallic iron in the mantle. This

view was based on the native iron (which has higher Curie temperature than the magnetic

iron-oxides commonly encountered in the Earth's crust) found in some of their West
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African xenoliths,but couldbeextendedto ancientcratonicregionsthathavebeenstable

and in a low oxidation (or reducing)statefor a long periodof time [Toft, 1989;personal

communication].Bulk magnetizationof suchamantledownto theCuriedepthof metallic

iron will be far lower than the lower crustal granulites and, thus, no magnetic depth

determinationtechniqueis likely to resolveit separatelyfrom thelower crustalgranulite

sources,especially from satellite altitudes. Despite this difficulty, an independent

evaluation is still valuableof the principal sourcedepthsof geologicmagneticsources

whetherin theEarth'suppercrust,lowercrust,or mantle.

Previous Source-depth Determination Attempts From Satellite

Magnetic Data

The main purpose behind discussing these previous source-depth determination

attempts is to focus on the inadequacies of the methods for satellite altitude magnetic data.

We believe that benefits of this hindsight will be appreciated by unwary researchers

venturing into this task.

Horizontal Gradient-based Techniques

Attempts of source-depth determination using the usual empirical techniques (e.g.,

techniques discussed in Dobrin [ 1952] and Vacquier et al. [ 1963]) from satellite magnetic

data and also from modeled magnetic anomalies at satellite altitudes with sources placed in

the crust yield depths of sources in the "atmosphere" at altitudes between 200-300 km.

Some of these attempts are discussed by Regan and Marsh [1982]; similar results were

also obtained during this study with the refined Magsat data set and with the modeled

anomalies with the "straight-slope" technique (attempted during an extremely trying phase

of failed attempts of objectively using the Euler method in this study). Skilbrei [1993]
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consideredeffectsof thewidth andthedepthextentof modeledmagneticsources(suitable

for ground-magneticandaeromagneticelevations)on "straight-slope"depth-determination.

Heshowedthat astheseparameters(width, depth-to-top,anddepthextent)of the source

vary, themultiplication factor usedin thestraight-slopeestimatechanges.The resultsof

Skilbrei [1993] can be stated even more emphatically for satellite altitude data: no

objectively usable multiplication indices work for the purpose of depth-determination (with

sufficiently small error bounds) from the techniques that use solely the horizontal anomaly

gradient. The problem of inconsistent indices caused at high altitudes demonstrates scale

dependence of the empirical methods. In general, a scale-independent method should have

a better chance of success in objectively determining depths.

Spectral Techniques

One of the widely used scale-independent methods based on the spectral

information content of magnetic anomalies from ensemble of sources was devised by

Spector and Grant [1970]. A similar method based on global harmonic expansions of the

field tends to yield an average depth to the top of all magnetization contrasts near about 60

km into the Earth's lithosphere (C. Voorhies, 1996: personal communication). As an

average, this estimate to depth to the top of an 'average' magnetic layer can be considered

too deep because even in areas of exceptionally low geotherms the Curie temperature of

magnetite will be reached at this depth. In order to sense the depth to the bottom from the

average Magsat altitude from the spectral techniques, the physical dimension of a magnetic

profile (or the smallest side of a rectangular area considered) would need to be at least 5300

km long [based on Connard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1995]. Obtaining signals at such long

wavelengths comprised purely of geologic origin is nearly an impossible task because of

the interference from the truncated main field ( 13th degree and order) and the imperfections

in ionospheric field corrections. Referencing the above spectral techniques, Agarwal et al.

[1992] have, perhaps mistakenly, used incorrect formulas and methodology to arrive at
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depths to the bottom of a magnetic layer under the Deccan Plateau in central India from

Magsat data and, therefore, their depths cannot be taken as valid depth estimates from

satellite data. Their figures clearly illustrate that the information regarding the depth to the

magnetic bottom is not present in their plots (due partly to their use of inadequate profile

and map dimensions ranging between 1200-1800 km) and if one uses their figures to

compute the depth to the top of a magnetic ensemble of sources (after correcting for

inaccurate labeling), these depths lie at about 400 km altitude in the atmosphere.*

The Method of Anomaly Moments

Bhattachayya and Leu [1975] developed a wavenumber-domain method of

determining centroids of sources of aeromagnetic anomalies from the moments of

anomalies. This method was extended for ensemble of sources by Okubo et al. [1985,

1989]. We have not attempted these methods on satellite anomaly data sets.

The Euler Method

The readers are referred to Ravat [ 1997] and references therein for a more complete

analysis of the Euler method. Here only aspects pertinent to this paper are summarized

and, when not referred specifically to other references, all of the following statements in

this subsection are based directly on the results of Ravat [1997] and references therein.

The method, based on Euler's theorem of homogeneous functions, is scale-

independent and is extremely valuable for two classes of problems. The first class of

problems is for sources of potential-field anomalies that can be considered dipoles or

magnetized spheres (or monopoles or spherical masses in the case of gravity anomalies),

* [Note to Reviewers: The intent here is not to attack someone. We completely understand that genuine

mistakes are made by everybody; we are no exception. But if one reads this paper and the references therein
carefully, one gets the impression of gross carelessness and disregard for the very minimum of scientific
standards. None of the references they quote for their formula give the formula given in the above paper.
Moreover, the formula they use cannot be correct because the depth in the formula is directly dependent on
the "gate length" of the profile or the map; consequently, the longer the gate length, the deeper the derived
depth. We will remove this "note" after the review.]
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lines of dipoles or infinitely long magnetized cylinder (or similar cylindrical masses), and

boundaries of magnetization contrasts (or mass contrasts) [e.g., Thompson, 1982; Reid et

al., 1990; Blakely, 1995]. When the source of an anomaly can be ascribed (without

violating the shape assumptions) as one of the above, the source locations from this method

are fairly precise. This is because one of the key parameters needed in the use of this

method is the rate at which an anomaly attenuates (or the anomaly attenuation rate (AAR))

with increasing distance from a source and the value of the AAR is dependent on the shape

of the source (for magnetics: sphere = 3, cylinder = 2, step = 1; for gravity: sphere = 2,

cylinder = 1, step = -0). The importance of meeting these assumptions is that as long as

the shape assumption remains valid (at all source-to-observation distances encountered in

the analysis of a given anomaly), the prescribed AARs do not change with changing

source-to-observation distance. The shape assumptions of the method for the latter two

cases are met realistically only for low altitude surveys. Many geologic sources of interest

are arbitrarily three-dimensional (meaning, somewhere in between an infinite two-

dimensional shape and a sphere) and, hence, the AARs are somewhere in between 2 & 3

for magnetic and 1 & 2 for gravity applications. The problem in these cases is

compounded substantially because, for such non-Euclidean AARs, the AARs themselves

change with changing source-to-observation distances. Thus, as a general case, it is not

possible to determine the source-depths of such sources with the Euler method. As

mentioned earlier, analysis of modeled and actual satellite anomalies showed that the large

magnitude of objectively determined error-bars from these examples undermined the utility

of the derived depth estimates. However, the horizontal location of the centroid of a three-

dimensional source can be reasonably well-determined regardless of the precision of the

AAR.

The second class of depth-determination problems for which the use of the Euler

method can almost always yield acceptably small errors is when source-to-observation

distances are very small. This is a result of the scale-independent nature of the method; in
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other words, keeping all other factors the same, the percent error in depth (from the

observation elevation) is same regardless of the source-to-observation distance and,

consequently, the depth errors in physical units are larger for larger source-to-observation

distances and vice versa. A retrospective calculation of a blind worst-case scenario for an

arbitrarily three-dimensional source suggests a 25% depth error, which from satellite

atlitudes translates into + 100 km depth error - a hopelessly useless depth-determination at

best.

Werner Deconvolution

The Werner deconvolution method [Hartman et al., 1971; Jain, 1976] is also scale-

independent, but is appropriate for the analysis of magnetic anomalies whose sources can

be regarded as either thin dikes or wide sills from the observation elevation. Examination

of satellite magnetic anomaly maps shows that the assumptions regarding source shapes are

not satisfied by satellite magnetic anomalies and, therefore, the method is not suitable for

the analysis of satellite magnetic anomalies.

A New Method For Locating Centroids Of

dimensional Sources From Well-isolated

Anomaly Attenuation Rate (AAR) Method

Compact, Three-

Anomalies: The

Having established that most present depth-determination methods are not capable

of objectively finding source depths from specific satellite magnetic anomalies, a restricted

class of such problems was examined, particularly with the Euler method, for a

methodology that might work in a given set of restrictive circumstances. This resulted in

the development of a new method, named here the anomaly attenuation rate (AAR) method.
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In the AAR method,it is assumedthat reasonablywell-isolated anomaliesare

availablefrom "semi-compact",three-dimensional(butnotnecessarilyidealized)sourcesof

potential-fieldanomalies.Thepremiseof themethodis thatasonegoesfartherawayfrom

sourcesof three-dimensionalgeometry,theanomalyattenuationrateshouldapproachthe

value of 3 in magneticand 2 in gravity applications. This premisealso applies to an

ensembleof three-dimensionalsourceswhoseindividual anomaliescoalesceinto an

anomaly that appearsindistinguishablefrom the anomalyfrom a single arbitrary three-

dimensional source. The word "semi-compact"is not intendedto meanspherical,but

sphericity is oneextremeof its range. It is particularly used here to define anomalies of

sources whose anomaly attenuation rates vary between those of two-dimensional sources

and spheres, at the given source-to-observation distance. As a qualitative guide, an average

steel drum can be regarded as semi-compact by a magnetic anomaly sensed 1 or 2 m away

from the drum; a large igneous pluton is semi-compact to a magnetic anomaly sensed at 30

or 40 km elevation above the pluton; and a fairly large block of crust, say a few hundred

kilometers on its sides, is semi-compact to a magnetic anomaly sensed at near-Earth satellite

altitudes (in all these magnetic cases; the anomaly attenuation rates will be between 2 and

3).

The concept is illustrated in Figure 1. In explaining the method however, we take

liberty to postpone the discussion of model studies and discuss examples from simple, but

measured anomalies from steel-drums (Figure 2; see Ravat [1996] for the examples).

Referring to Figure 1, the method can be divided into three steps: (I) First, the horizontal

geometric center of magnetization (or mass, for gravity) of the three-dimensional source is

found through the Euler method using N (the structural index) in the neighborhood of 2.5

(as shown in Ravat [1997], the horizontal location of the source is not compromised by the

imprecise knowledge of the N); (2) Next, with a small moving window (small with respect

to the width of the anomaly) and using the horizontal source-center locations determined in

the first step, the local anomaly attenuation rates are computed over the entire anomaly, for
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a sequence of (assumed) depths to the centers of the three-dimensional source. To obtain

more representative values of the anomaly attenuation rates, the calculated AARs are

radially averaged (i.e., symmetrically with respect to the (assumed) source-centers)

according to the distance from the (assumed) centroid locations: and (3) These AARs and

the average of their standard error [e.g., Press et al., 1986] are then plotted with respect to

the source-to-window distance, for each assumed depth to the center location used in the

second step. Figures 2a and 2b show the examples of these plots from the measured

anomalies of a single 55 gallon drum (placed vertically on the ground with sensor elevation

8') and a set of four such drums (placed adjacent to each other in a square formation).

Because the upper limit of the theoretical anomaly attenuation rate is 3 for compact

magnetic sources (2 for compact mass variations), one can exclude the centroid-depths of

the second step that result in AARs much higher than the theoretical maximum value

(considering the errors in AARs, Figure 2). This is an upper bound for the deepest

possible centroid location. On the other hand, if a window directly above the horizontal

center of the source yields anomaly attenuation rates much lower than the theoretical

minimum of the three-dimensional sources (i.e., 2 for magnetics) (considering once again

the errors in AARs), then those source depths can be discarded (this does not happen in the

examples shown in Figure 2, but will be illustrated later). The acceptable AARs on the

theoretical minimum end of the spectrum constitute a bound for the shallowest possible

centroid location. Because, theoretically, AAR is expected to change gradually with the

distance to the sources, the AAR curves should be smooth. The degree of their raggedness

generally reflects data quality and the validity of the estimate of the average of the derived

AARs (the validity depends on the quantity of AARs averaged) and it may be used

qualitatively along with the above error-bars in the decision-making process. As seen in

the magnetic anomaly examples in Figure 2, this method works quite effectively in

determining the centroids of semi-compact, three-dimensional sources (with error level in

the determination better than 4% of the centroid-to-observation distance).
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Theflatterportionsof theAAR curvesin thefar-fieldregion(neartheAAR valueof

3 in thecasesin Figure2) arequiteimportantin makingthedeterminationthat anomalies

beingconsideredareadequatelyisolatedandinterferencefromneighboringanomaliesis not

a compromisingfactor. Whenthefar-field flatter portionsarenotobserved(i.e.,whenthe

curvescontinueto climb without evena slightestindicationof leveling off neartheAAR

value of 3), no valid determinationof the maximumdepthto the centroidcanbemade.

Suchcasescanarisefrom theinterferencefrom neighboringanomalies.Also, evenin the

casesof well-isolated anomalies,in the far-field regions the signal-to-noise ratio is

generallylower thanoverthecentralpartsof theanomaly(becausethesignalis oftenclose

to zero). In suchcases,theflatter portionsof theAAR curvesmayoscillatedependingon

the signal-to-noiseratio in the given situation. As anexample,in Figure 2b, wherethe

signal is roughly four timesthat of the caseof a singledrum (Figure 2a), the far-field

portionsof the AAR curvesarea lot smoother(andin fact, theerrorbarsof AAR values

arealsosmallerthantheplotting symbols)thanthe similar far-field portionsof thecurves

from thesingledrumexample.These additional criteria can be useful in understanding the

quality of the derived result from this method.

It has been erroneously reflected by some people at scientific conferences that this

method is suitable only for point sources or spheres or similar objects. This is not so. In

the case of such simpler shapes, the AARs at all source-to-observation distances yield the

theoretical maximum value of AAR (e.g., showing a flat line at the AAR value of 3 in the

graphs similar to the above for the curve for the correct depth).
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Model Studies

Generalized Model Studies

Generalized scale-independent model studies were performed to explore the

advantages and limitations of the method at different magnetic latitudes. The model of a

cylinder was used to compute anomalies (Talwani, 1965) with the source magnetized by

induction in inducing field inclinations ranging from 0 ° to 90 ° (source characteristics: radius

= 20 units; depth to the top = 0 units: depth to the bottom = 20 units: observation elevation

= 30 units above the depth to the top). Graphs of AAR vs. Centroid-to-observation

window distance for the cases with inducing inclinations 30 °, 45 °, and 75 ° are presented

first because they are similar to the steel drum examples shown earlier (Figures 3, 4, and 5,

respectively). One presentation difference from the previously shown examples is that in

labeling the AAR curves, instead of the depth error, the various assumed depths to

centroids used in the calculation of the AAR curves are shown (because in realistic cases,

the true depth errors are not known). Parts (a) of the figures show many AAR curves: for

clarity, only the acceptable curves are shown in parts (b) (i.e., acceptable using the criteria

discussed earlier in the steel drum examples). All these cases show that, based on objective

evaluation criteria, the inferred source centers are slightly deeper than the actual centroids of

the modeled source (error level in the determination better than 10% of the centroid-to-

observation distance). Based on a small number of tests, the most likely reason for the

deeper estimate in these cases is the large diameter of the source in comparison to the

centroid-to-observation elevation distance.

The cases between 0 ° and -15 ° inducing inclination are problematic (but for a

different reason than usual problems at low magnetic inclinations) due to the peculiarity of

the derived AARs when the observation window crosses the anomaly zero values

(examples of these cases are not shown here). When the window crosses the anomaly

zeroes, the derived AARs go through a crossover effect (similar in appearance to
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gravity/magneticedge-effectsat the boundariesof sources),the examplesof which are

discussedat length in Ravat [1997]. One example of this crossover effect is presented for

the 90 ° inducing inclination case below. When these AAR crossovers are radially

averaged, they show a number of oscillations in the AAR curves which make difficult the

determination of acceptable AAR curves. The process of radial averaging makes it possible

to average out the crossover effect in the mid-latitudes (30 ° to over 75°).

The cases close to 90 ° inducing inclination can also be problematic, due to the same

AAR crossover effect, particularly when the anomalies are nearly symmetric with respect to

the centroids of their sources. For circularly symmetric anomalies, there is no advantage in

radial averaging the AARs - and thus, the zero crossover effect once again makes difficult

the determination of acceptable curves (see Figure 6). The explanation of the "inflections"

of the AAR curves in Figure 6 is cumbersome and, therefore, the interested readers are

referred to Ravat [1997]. Despite the difficulty, if one ignores the near-field parts of the

AAR curves and focusses only on the far-field AARs, using the curve selection criteria for

the far-field region (discussed earlier), one can obtain reasonable estimates (or at least as

robust as the mid-latitude estimates) of depths to the centroids of sources.

The results of the model study confirm that the AAR method is useful in

determining reasonable estimates of centroids of sources of magnetic anomalies (and by

inductive reasoning, also gravity anomalies). For wide source bodies in comparison to the

observation altitude, the derived depths will be slightly deeper than the true centroids (but

further studies are required in establishing the exact relationships).

Application Of The Method On Satellite Anomalies

Spherical coordinate implementation of the rectangular coordinate Euler equation

would have been necessary to study satellite anomalies for the purpose of determining the
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AARs in the most generalmanner(an early version of sucha programis available).

However, recognizingthat the AAR methodis applicableonly for anomaliesof limited

spatial extent and originating from "semi-compact"sources,the spherical coordinate

implementationis deemedunnecessary.It is alsoeasierto calculateverticalderivativesof

anomaliesfrom rectangularly-griddeddata setsdue to the availability of well-known

transformations[see,for example,Blakely, 1995]. Thus, it is most optimum to transform

spherically-registered (latitude, longitude) data to a rectangular grid using appropriate map

projections and then gridding techniques [e.g., minimum curvature, Briggs, 1974]. These

data and the derivatives can be filtered with a high-cut filter to reduce noise due to gridding

(when needed); the high-cut filtering (with a cutoff wavelength of about 200/300 km,

which is smaller than the wavelength of the signal content in the satellite data) is required

for the satellite altitude anomalies due to low signal-to-noise ratio of the satellite data, but it

was not required for the environmental cases discussed earlier.

Satellite Magnetic Anomaly Model Study

A model study, with observation and grid parameters similar to the real satellite

data, was also performed using the methods outlined above. Spherically-registered

modeled anomalies were generated using a few different spherically-registered magnetic

source models [using Program SPHERE II, von Frese et al., 1981; modified by Ravat,

1989]. Figures 7a and 7b show the examples of the anomaly and the AAR curves from a

source about 6 ° in latitude and longitude centered at 52.5 ° latitude, extending from 10 km to

30 km in the Earth's crust (anomaly calculated at 400 km elevation). The AAR curves in

this and other satellite examples tend to be clustered together because of high observation

altitude of satellite data in comparison to dimensions of the source regions. In other words.

because of the high observation altitude, the source depths are not as well-resolved as in the

other examples shown earlier (this is obviously no surprise) and, as a result, a number of

AAR curves distributed over a large depth extent can be deemed acceptable using the
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selectioncriteria presentedearlier. Despite the limited depthresolution, the acceptable

curves/depthsarenotvery far from (certainlywithin+30 kin) the true depth of the centroid

(20 kin) (error level in the determination better than 8% of the centroid-to-observation

distance). Eventhough this amount of error cannot be useful for solving many geologic

problems, the resolution of the method is adequate in addressing various issues related to

interpretation of satellite magnetic data (discussed in the introduction).

Approximate Depths of Kentucky, Kursk, and Kiruna Magsat Anomalies

There are only a few Magsat anomalies that meet the criteria/assumptions of the

AAR method; namely, the criteria of adequate signal-to-noise ratio, appropriate areal extent

of the anomalies, and the form of the anomalies resulting from the net effect of direction of

magnetization and the direction of the Earth's field (i.e., the adequate form of the anomalies

is what is normally observed from induced magnetization for magnetic field inclinations

between -30 ° and -90°). It is important to note that the above description and the criteria do

no..._!tpreclude anomalies that have significant contribution from remanent magnetization. In

fact, anomalies of both the steel drum examples discussed earlier contain a large

contribution from remanent magnetization [see Ravat, 1996]. Results from three anomalies

that appear to fit the above assumptions/criteria are presented here. These are the well-

known Kentucky, Kursk, and Kiruna Magsat anomalies. There are a number of other high

amplitude anomalies in Magsat data in the polar regions: however, in this initial study, the

anomalies with questionable amount of ionospheric noise were not dealt with. The Bangui

Magsat anomaly, on the other hand, is too close to magnetic equator and also has a

considerable east-west extent and thus is not deemed adequate for this study.

In the analysis of individual anomalies, it is advantageous to apply the AAR method

on residual magnetic fields of the sources. This is because the method depends on the

observations of flat portions of the AAR curves in the far-field region; if, in the far-field

region, the effect of neighboring sources is prominent, then the flattening of the AAR
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curvescannot be observed. In the far-field region, the amplitudeof signal due to the

sources/anomalyof interestis alsosmall in comparisonto regionscloserto the sources.

Unfortunately, attemptsof obtaining residualsfrom the abovethreeanomaliesusing a

numberof different stateof theart techniquesdid not yield satisfactoryresults(to some

degreenotpreciselyknowingtheamountof remanenceputsfurtherlimitationsonknowing

what theresidualshouldlook like. As discussedlater, remanenceis undoubtedlypresent

in thecasesof KentuckyandKursk anomalies).Interferencefrom "neighboringsources"

canbeminimizedby limiting theareaof themapfor computationof theAARs andfor the

radial averagingto only partsthatunambiguouslyappearrelatedto theanomalyof interest.

This approachof minimizingtheeffectof neighboringsourcescanlimit the identificationof

acceptableAAR curvesbecausetheapproachtruncatesthefar-field, flatterpartsof theAAR

curves. When theeffectof neighboringsourcesis prominent,theAAR curvescontinueto

climb, without levelingoff in thefar-field region,but sometimesgiving ahintof a possibly

acceptablesolutionthroughasuddenchangein thecurvatureof theAAR curves(asseenin

theexampleof AAR curvesfrom KirunaMagsatanomalybelow).

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the anomaliesand the derived AAR curves from

Kentucky, Kursk, andKiruna Magsatanomalies,respectively. Theanomalypartsof the

figuresalsoshowthelocationsof clustersof Euler solutionscomputedfor thepurposeof

identifyingthehorizontalgeometriccenterof magnetizationof thecollectionof thesources

of theseanomalies(thefirst stepof themethod).TherespectiveAAR curveswerederived

with respectto thehorizontalcenterlocationandassumingadifferentdepth(for eachof the

AAR curve)(thesecondstep).TheAAR curvesfor theKentuckyMagsatanomaly(Figure

8b) have the best resolving power of the three anomaliespresented;only one curve,

representingthedepthof 30kin, showssomeflatteningnearthe AAR valueof 3. For the

Kursk Magsatanomaly,theAAR curve representingthe depthof 50 km showsthemost

far-field flatteningandtheacceptablenear-fieldvalues(Figure9b). However,it is possible

thatthecurvesfor thedepths20,30,and40km couldalsomeetthecriteriaconsideringthe
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errors in the derived AARs. Had it beenpossibleto extendthe areaof compilation of

AARs without includingtheeffectsof neighboringanomalies,a morerobustdetermination

of thedepthto thecentroidof theKurskMagsatanomalywould havebeenpossible.The

effectof theneighboringsourcesis mostprominentlyobservedin theAAR curvesfor the

Kiruna Magsatanomaly (Figure 9b). In this case,the "knee" or abruptchangein the

curvatureof theAAR curvesneartheAAR valueof 3 is theonly indicationthatthetwo of

the AAR curves(the depthsof 20 and30 km) could haveleveledoff. hadtherebeenno

interference from neighboring anomalies. The inferred depths, however, are not

unreasonableand as suggestedlater in the discussionsectionmay very well represent

realisticgeometriccentersof magnetizationof thesourcesof KirunaMagsatanomaly.

Discussion

Source Depths

Previous interpretations of depths to sources of Kentucky, Kursk, and Kiruna

Magsat anomalies are consistent with the depth to the centroids obtained in this study. The

Kentucky Magsat anomaly overlies one of the most intense areas of aeromagnetic

anomalies in the U.S. (~ 1000 nT in amplitude) and occurs at the intersection of Grenville

Front in Kentucky/Tennessee and the line of positive magnetic anomalies associated with

the Tennessee-Illinois-Kentucky Lineament [TIKL, Ravat, 1984; also called South-Central

Magnetic Lineament or SCML by Hildenbrand, 1985]. Mayhew et al. [1982] have

forward-modeled the magnetic sources of part of the Kentucky aeromagnetic anomaly with

realistic, but high magnetization contrasts; the vertical extent of sources in their model cover

almost the entire crust. Thus, the derived 30 km depth to the centroid of Kentucky Magsat

anomaly from the AAR method is very realistic in this part of the midcontinent of the

U.S.A.
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Both KurskandKirunaMagsatanomaliesareknownworldwidefor their rich near-

surfaceiron deposits. However,in modelingtheseanomalies,Ravat et al. [1993] found

that realistic estimates of the dimensions and magnetic properties of the iron-ore and other

nearby iron-rich formations were insufficient in producing the satellite magnetic anomalies

associated with these iron deposits. Therefore, in addition to the iron deposits, they

hypothesized deep-seated crustal sources for these Magsat anomalies. In addition, Taylor

and Frawley [1996] have recently estimated source depths of aeromagnetic anomalies over

Kiruna, Sweden, using spectral techniques. Their results suggest multiple ensemble of

sources, with the top of the deepest determinable ensemble in the neighborhood of 9-10 km

(bottom not sensed). In the context of the results of these studies, the depths of centroid

derived from the AAR method are very reasonable for both Kursk and Kiruna Magsat

anomalies.

For all three Magsat anomalies studied, independent estimates/models discussed

above infer the vertical extent of the magnetic sources from near-surface to deep crustal

levels (considering that these are some of the highest amplitude and wide wavenumber

range aeromagnetic anomalies in world, it is not unreasonable to expect source regions of

large horizontal and vertical dimensions). While the results of the AAR method indicate

centroids of the ensemble of sources in the lower continental crust and are consistent with

magnetization models that suggest origin of bulk of the satellite magnetic anomalies from

highly magnetic lower crustal granulites [Wasilweski et al., 1979; Wasilewski and

Mayhew, 1992], these results cannot refute some contribution from the uppermost mantle,

at least in these specific regions. Because the method determines approximate depth of the

centroid of sources (and in all the above cases, ensemble of sources), bottom of the source

cannot be readily inferred without the knowledge of the top of the source. Further

reduction in the resolution of the method is caused by large source-to-observation distances

involved in the cases of satellite anomalies. Despite these limitations, the results have
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proven by direct means that the sources of Magsat anomalies are indeed in the upper

lithosphere (previously known from logical deduction).

Remanence

Another useful deduction of the study relates to the presence of remanence for the

sources of satellite magnetic anomalies. Horizontal locations of the centers of sources

inferred from the Euler method based on the clusters of maximum number of Euler

solutions for Kentucky (southern part) and Kursk (southeastern part) Magsat anomalies

(Figures 8a and 9a) lie significantly away from the likely locations of the horizontal centers

of the sources, had the sources of these anomalies were magnetized by induction

(considering the geomagnetic inclinations and declinations, the horizontal centers for these

anomalies would have been in the northern parts of the anomalies). Because the

determination of the horizontal centers of semi-compact sources from the Euler method is

not affected by the presence of remanence, the derived center locations of the bulk sources

of these anomalies indicate that remanent magnetization is an important contributor toward

the cause of these anomalies. In the case of Kiruna Magsat anomaly, magnetic latitude is

sufficiently high and therefore it is not possible to conclude the presence of remanence for

this anomaly by direct means (although remanence may be present in the direction not far

away from the induced component of magnetization).

A Possible Alternative To The AAR Method In Certain Situations

As an alternative to the AAR method, and only to explore another possible approach

for the semi-compact sources, it is possible to upward continue the anomaly, by trial-and-

error, to an elevation where the anomaly attenuation rate attains its maximum value. The

centroid location can then be determined in one step by using the theoretical maximum

value of AAR in the Euler method. However, for some sources the magnitude of the

upward continued anomaly will decrease to a level that a posteriori error estimates in the
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locationcouldbeunacceptable(especiallyfor sourceswherethenear-fieldAARs arecloser

to thetheoreticalminimumvalueof theAAR). In realisticapplications,with thisalternative

approach,problems related to the isolation of the anomaly (in other words, improper

removalof theregional anomaly)may alsobeoveremphasizedin the upwardcontinued

data (becauseupward continuation is a smoothly-varying lowpass filter), leading to

inaccurateresults.

Conclusion

A new method, called the Anomaly Attenuation Rate (AAR) method, has been

developed to determine centroids of semi-compact sources of magnetic anomalies. The

method is shown to be scale-independent with examples of a wide spectrum of anomalies,

from environmental to satellite magnetic data. The method leads to useful centroid

locations when signal-to-noise ratio of the anomalies is high (accuracy better than 10% of

the centroid-to-observation distance and significantly better when adequate residual

magnetic anomalies are available).

Application of the method on Kentucky, Kursk, and Kiruna Magsat anomalies have

shown that the centroids of these anomalies lie in the lower crust, supporting high

magnetization of lower crustal granulites as the principal cause of the bulk of these

anomalies. However, the results cannot entirely refute possible contributions toward the

anomalies from the uppermost mantle of these specific regions.

The locations of horizontal centers of the sources with respect to the anomalies of

Kentucky and Kursk conclusively show, by direct means, that remanent magnetization is a

significant contributor toward these sources of satellite magnetic anomalies.

And finally, the results have proven by direct means that the sources of Magsat

anomalies are indeed in the upper lithosphere (previously known from logical deduction) -
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aconclusionthatis verygratifying afterworking on thegeologicinterpretationof satellite

magneticdatafor overadecade.
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